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Growth Engineering
The Art and Science of Making Things People Love
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What is Growth engineering?

using data and experimentation to drive 
product growth

Goal is to Help users discover and engage 
with products through strategic design and 
optimization

Growth EngineerinG  
==  

Software Development



using data and experimentation to drive 
product growth

Goal is to Help users discover and engage 
with products through strategic design and 
optimization

Growth EngineerinG  
~=  

Product Management

What is Growth engineering?



using data and experimentation to drive 
product growth

Goal is to Help users discover and engage 
with products through strategic design and 
optimization

Growth EngineerinG  
!=  

Growth Hacking

What is Growth engineering?



The 
Fundamentals 

of Growth
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Data analysis

analyzing data, finding trends, 
grouping users by behaviour

Goal: gain a Better 
understanding of user needs 
and serve them Tailored 
experiences



Experimentation

Refining the user experience 
though continuous change and 
analysis

Goal: improve user experience 
and our key metrics



User feedback

Collecting feedback from 
power users on existing and 
upcoming features

Goal: better align feature 
roadmap with user needs



AARRR Metrics

Acquisition: How are people discovering our product 
or company? 

Activation: Are these people taking the actions we 
want them to? 

Retention: Are our activated users continuing to 
engage with the product? 

Referral: Do users like the product enough 
to tell others about it? 

Revenue: Are our Users willing to pay for 
this product?

https://www.productplan.com/glossary/aarrr-framework/



How do we apply it?

optimizing the new user experience to improve 
product education and drive engagement 
(onboarding) 

designing invite flows, social sharing and referral 
programs (virality) 

reducing churn through personalized 
Experiences and re-engagement campaigns 
(Retention) 

testing payment flows and subscription 
upsells (monetization)



The Growth Process

III



Ideation

Planning

Building

Testing

Release

Analysis

Experimentation

Documentation



Tools and Techniques

A/B Testing Funnel optimizationCohort analysis



A/B testing

A method to compare two versions of a 
single variable to determine which performs 
better 

Target key items in the product and user 
journey with the goal of improving a metric

• Make informed decisions based on data 

• Continuously improve and optimize 
performance 

• Reduce risks by testing changes before 
full implementation



Cohort analysis

A method of analyzing groups of individuals 
who share a common characteristic over a 
certain period 

Typically used to understand user behaviour, 
customer lifecycles, retention rates and 
more

• Understand how different groups behave 
over time 

• Identify the impact of specific business 
changes on user behaviour 

• Tailor strategies for customer retention, 
product development, and marketing



Funnel optimization

A process of improving the conversion rate 
of a funnel (a path users follow towards a 
desired action) 

Aims to identify and fix leaks where users 
drop off and don’t continue to next steps

• By improving user experience and removing 
barriers, more users complete the 
desired action 

• Maximizes return on investment for 
marketing and sales efforts 

• Understanding where users drop off 
provides insights



A note on ethics

Common dark patterns: 

• Microtransactions 

• Spamming contacts 

• Popups with no x 

• Hidden links in emails 

• Cancelling amazon Prime



data privacy and risk mitigation

User data is not just user generated content, 
but behaviour and information about the user

Know the laws in your country about 
collecting and storing PII and analytics data

Ideally collect only as much data 
as needed to run analyses 

Store all data securely



Careers in Growth Engineering

V
You after starting your journey in growth



Growth engineering is highly collaborative

You’ll be working closely 
with folks outside the 
engineering team 

• Product 

• Design

• Marketing 

• Sales 

• Customer Support



Each team has a unique approach

The first person in a startup Joining a mature team



Why Choose Growth?

• Intersection of software and data 

• Sense of ownership 

• Highly collaborative 

• Quantify your success





Preparing for the role

• Grow your programming skills 

• Learn to analyze and interpret data 

• design and run A/b tests 

• Read up on growth hacking techniques



• Take courses on product growth 
strategies 

• know your team’s important metrics and 
how to impact them 

• Build features aimed at improving those 
metrics

Keep growing

Embracing the role



The endThe end



You can Find me on the cusec discord in 

#georges-antoine-assi or at the Fellow.app 

booth (we have bagels!)

Questions?

https://cusec2024.gantoine.com/


